I. INTRODUCTION The development of database systems (DBSs) has given rise to many databases. Frequently, dozens of databases exist on a large computer and thousands of databases are accessible through computer networks. In particular, videotexsystems, like Prestel,Teletel,Telidon,etc., provide hundreds of databases on almost any subject. For example, the French Teletel system currently connects over 1.8 million terminals that access over 1500 databases dealing with cinemas, restaurants, banking, jobs, trains, airlines, hotels, Jewish, Chinese, or gay community events, wine science, computer science, law, etc., [26] . Most of terminals are installed for free in private houses by PlT administration.
By the end of 1988, the number of databases should be over 3000 and the number of terminals over 3 millions.
While the purpose of the concept of a DBS was the management of data constituting a single database [4] , the new situation calls for systems for multiple databases. The basic property of such databases is that they are independently created and administered [18] , [19] , [26] , [44]. They differ in various logical and physical aspects. The logical differences may concern data definition (names and value types), data manipulation languages, or even entire data models. In the Appendix, we show examples of differences that may occur. The physical level differences may concern data formats, login procedures, concurrency control, etc. [A, [IA. One approach to the design of systems for multiple databases is to try to integrate all databases under a single conceptual schema. This schema is called a global schema. Conceptually, it should define a single integrated database for all data. Users would then manipulate data as if the data constituted a classical database. This is the approach taken, for instance, in MULTIBASE [23] .
The idea of global schema was introduced by early distributed database systems: SDD-1, Porel, Sirius-Delta, etc., [A, [29] . These systems were designed on the assumption that a distributed database differs from a classical one only through its physical implementation 17, [151, [161, [43] . The global schema was generally assumed to be relational. In many instances, the database was assumed to be created from scratch. The distribution was achieved through the splitting of global relations into site (network node) relations called fragments [5] . This so-called top-down design of the distributed database was assumed to be done by the (distributed)databaseadministrator.Theadministratorwas assumed to have total control over data.
However, when the idea of the global schema is applied to independently designed databases then the global schema has to be basically designed bottom-up. The integration of databases cannot in general be performed only through relational operations. It must also resolve the semanticconflicts [q. These conflicts are due to differences between datawith respect to names, values, and meanings. The differences result from the fundamental fact that the same reality may be perceived in different ways [42] . This situation makes the creation of the global schema typically difficult, even for a small number of databases [A, [12] , [13] , [18] , [34] , [36] . I n particular, if databases disagree about a value, then there is no single integrated value satisfactory for all users. Furthermore, no general technique for updates through the global schema seems to exist. Finally, even for organizational reasons alone, a single schema over the thousands of databases on videotex systems and, in general, the future Open Systems, resembles a dream [20] . A more general approach may then be to assume that basically there is no global schema [18] - [20] , [2A, [35] , [36] . The user will therefore typically face multiple autonomous schemas, such as, for instance, those in the Appendix. Some of them may be theconceptual schemasof centralized databases. Some may be the external schemas (views) defined specifically for the cooperative (federated) usage (export [461. Functions for the expression of multi-database queries constitute the design challenge of an MML. Below, we present such functions within the multidatabase manipulation language MDSL. This SQL-like language characterizes the prototype multidatabase system MRDSM, running at INRIA[34].MRDSMallowsthetestingofthedesignofmultidatabase system components through their applicatin to the databases of the well-known MRDS (Multics Relational Data Store) database system [39], [40] .
The MDSL functions are mainly intended for simple expression of multi-database retrievals and updates, in particular, in the presence of semantic heterogeneity. "Simple" here means that the user's intention is expressible through a single (formal) query (statement). The manipulations the MDSL user may perform are basically as follows:
queries requiring joins of data in different schemas, queries broadcastingthe user intention over a number of databases with the same or different naming rules for data with similar meanings, queries broadcastingtheuser intention overanumber of databases with data similar in meaning, butwith different decomposition into relations, dynamic transformation of actual attribute meanings, units of measure, etc., into user-defined value types, queries defining information flow between databases (inter-database queries), dynamic aggregation of data from different databases using various new standard (library) functions.
Most of these possibilities are unique t o MDSL. Experience with MRDSM system and theeverydayusageofTelete1 databases shows that they are highly desirable.
The next section presents MDSL. Section I l l concludes the discussion. The Appendix discusses the example databases.
II. MDSL LANGUAGE
A. An Overview MDSL allows the manipulation of multiple MRDS databases. Itextendstheclassical DMLof MRDS,called DSL[39], 1401. New functions are mainly intended for multi-database queries. Some functions are designed for query editing, help, and displayingof multiple schemas [51] .This last function is particularly important t o enable the MRDSM users and, in general, the multidatabase users to acquire the knowledge of databases dynamicatly. The user does not need to know all the available schemas. He only has to acquire the knowledge of schemas as need arises. This is usually an easy task, as normally the query author already has some knowledge of the conceptual universe his query deals with. For instance, even a novice can understand schemas like those in the Appendix within minutes. This is also the typical way to work with the Teletel databases.
The main functions are designed to meet the following needs:
Simplicity. The user intention (informal query) should become a single query (formal statement), as short as possible [IO] . A multidatabase intention should in particular become a single multi-database query.
It is this sense of simplicity that is behind the evolution of DSLs and seems to reflect user's wishes well. Relational queries are thus generally simpler than navigational ones, bothintheabovediscussedsenseandaccordingtothegenera1 perception. Queries may be even simpler with the universal relation interface [ a ] , and so on.
Semantic heterogeneity management. Available DMLs are designed for integrated data. One goal of the integration is to smooth semantic differences between different users' data [4] . In contrast, such differences often exist between data in autonomous databases. Multi-database manipulations should remain simple in this environment also.
Interdatabasequeries. Current DMLs consider onlythe information flow [8] between a database and workspaces. In the multi-database environment, data need to flow also between databases. The popular downloading and uploading notions are practical expressions of this need. An MML should thus in particular allow to formulate inter-database queries.
In many instances, information may in particular flow from several source relations into several target relations. Thecorresponding datawill indeed frequently be in several interdependent relations in both source and target databases. Then, the flow may require data name or value conversionsand/ortarget schema modifications.Assourceand target schemas may differ, incoming data or the target schema may indeed need to be adapted.
The databases manipulated by MDSL are defined using the data definition language of MRDS [39] . In addition, MRDSM provides two specific features:
The administrator may give to some databases a collective name called multi-database name.
For instance, databases Michelin, Kleber, and Gault-M may be collectively named Rest_guides.Collective names are popularwith database servers. Such names may also simplify the expression of some commands. Otherwise, these commands may require an enumeration of the corresponding databases.
Administrators may declare inter-database dependencies. These are constraints on mutual integrity, privacy, etc.
[3], [41] . A dependency specific to the multi-database environment is called equivalence dependency [33] , [45] . It The d b clause is also optional. It makes it possible to define abbreviations that may be easier to use. It also makes it possible to define the set of the databases the query should refer to, without closing unused ones (to close a database is usually a complex manipulation). The databases that a query refers to are called the scope of the query. Open databases constitute the maximal and default scope.
The auxiliary clauses are clauses that do not exist in DSL. They are introduced specifically for the multi-database environment.Thecorresponding syntax and semanticswill be presented below.
The clauses -range, select, -where are main clauses. Their syntax is basically similar to the one of DSL. The semantics will be presented below. The -value clause exists only for updates. The "value-list" is a list of new values.
Finally, the query commands are: retrieve, modify, store, delete, copy, move, and replace. The first four commands are DSL compatible. The last three are used for inter-database queries. Commands may have parameters or clauses which will be discussed later on.
The names that a query uses for referring to data types are called designators [32] . In DSL and generally in the existing DMLs, designators are unique (unequivocal) identifiers of data types (an attribute, a relation, an entitytype, a record type, etc. The syntax of an elementary query in MDSL may differ from the one in a DSL query. In particular, MDSL makes it possible to use: attribute names alone; and database names as prefixes for unique identification of relations.
In the multi-database environment, it may indeed happen that two relations in different databases bear the same name.
€xample 7: Retrieve from My-rest and Cinemas the names of restaurants and of cinemas that are in the same street. The query would delete the tuples from all relations in Michelin that have attribute r#. It would thus replace two classical relational queries. In addition, it would automatically preserve the referential integrity. This is not the case of queries one may formulate using known relational lan-
3) Semantic Variables: We call semantic variable a variablewhosedomainisdatatypenames. InMDSLthedomain may be: explicit, which-means that names are enumerated in implicit, which means that they result from the varian auxiliary clause, and able name.
The aim in this function is to enable the user to broadcast his intention over data named differently. A query may invoke several semantic variables, together with multiple identifiers. Each semantic variable means that the query concerns all the names in its domain. The names may in particular be multiple identifiers. The query is equivalent to the set of pertinent subqueries resulting from possible substitutions of semantic variables and multiple identifiers by unique identifiers.
Explicit domains: The corresponding clause is:
The designated relation C is prefixed in order to distinguish it from the relation C within the database My-rest. The mode er is valid for both databases.
D. Multiple Queries
7) The Concept: Multiple queries are intended for situations where various databases model the same universe, like that of restaurants in Paris, for instance. The user may then need to broadcast the same manipulation to several databases. For instance, the user may wish to project any relation describing restaurants on the attribute expressing the restaurant type.
Present relational languages do not allow to simply express such intentions. If only elementary queries are available, then the user needs to formulate as many queries as there are databases. These queries may furthermore differ from databaseto database. In contrast, multiplequeries allowto broadcast the intention through a singlequery.This may be a considerable simplification, especially for larger scopes. Multiple query has also been called diffusion query or broadcast query [36] .
Formally, a multiple query is a query where some designators represent more than one data type. Basically, these types are in different databases, but they may be in the same database as well. The query is considered as the set of all elementaryqueries, called subqueries, that may result from all choices of unique identifiers within the designator scopes.
It may happen that the choice of unique identifiers leads to a subquery that cannot be executed. We call the executable subqueriesperfinent.The result of a multiple query is basically the set of relations produced by all and only pertinent queries. This set may eventually be itself subject to further elementary or multiple queries.
In MDSL, multiple queries are basically formulated through the application of the following new concepts -value "123" modify The query will replace five elementary queries. It could, in fact, replace any number of such queries, provided the database owners agree to name telephone either tel or t#. Thus it is not even necessary for all administrators to agree upon a common name.
Implicit domains: The range-s clause is not required. The domain of the semantic variable is constituted from all the names that the system finds in the query scope through theanalysisof the semanticvariable name. Theanalysis may be arbitrarily sophisticated and all data designators in the query may be considered implicitly as semantic variables. The rule implemented at present deals however only with variables which are either declared in range-s clauses or whose names contain one or more special characters that are '*'designating any string of digits, including the empty '?' designating any but only one character, string,
The domain is then implicitly constituted from all names in the scope that match the resulting pattern. For instance, the domain of x = 'R*'are all names in the scope that start with R. The subqueries correspond to all pertinent substitutions of data names within the domains.
If the characters '*' and I ? ' are parts of data names, as in data named 'R*'for instance, then they should be preceded by the character I\'. This character means "escape" within the Multics system.Thus, x = 'R\*'would includeall names starting with the string 'R*'.
Example 7:The expression of the multiplequery(Q2) from s e l e c t x.*name x.street -x.owner retrieve Since the attribute owner is optional, all three databases will be addressed. If owner were mandatory, the tuples would be retrieved only from Kleber database.
Example 9: Assume that Gault-M does not have the attribute tel. Retrieve from Rest-guides restaurant names and either phone numbers if available else the corresponding streets.
open Restsuides er -range (x R*) s e l e c t x.*name, x.t*(x.street retrieve ThequerywillprovidethetelephonenumberfromMichelin and Kleber, and the address from Gault-M. This function has a double goal:
F. lncornplete Queries
to further simplify query formulation, to allow multiple queries to databases modeling the same universe, but different through decompositions into relations.
Indeed, there is sometimes no way to express an intention in a single query, if one has to formulate all equijoins corresponding to different decompositions (Example 11 below).
Example 70 delete This will delete the appropriate tuples from both C and M.
2) Completion Principles: The completion process is described in detail in [33]. In short, the basic case is that of an incomplete elementary conjunctive query. Other types of incomplete queries, such as incomplete disjunctive queries or set type queries or multiple queries, are completed through the iteration of the basic algorithm for each of their conjunctive components. Depending on the type of query and on the set operators used, the result is either the set or the union or the intersection, etc., of the resulting complete subqueries. Below, we shall focus on the basic case.
The (multi-)schema is considered as a graph, called (multi4database graph, whose nodes are relations and arcs are connections through key attributes sharing a domain. It may also include inter-database arcs, if equivalence dependencies are declared. The query is also considered as a graph, called query graph, whose nodes are the relations addressed in the query and the arcs are join clauses. Disjunctive, set type, or multiple queries are represented by sets of such graphs each corresponding to one conjunctivecomponent. The query is incomplete iff at least one of its graphs is disconnected.
Thefirststepofthecompletionalgorithmistofindwithin the (multi-)database graph all the minimal connected trees that include the incomplete query graph. Each tree is then considered as representing a conjunctive complete query whose join clauses correspond to the tree arcs. The implicit joins correspond then to the arcs that had to be added to the original graph in order to render it connected. If several minimal trees exist, the corresponding subqueries are unioned.
Examples above and in [33] showthat this process usually leads to the intuitively expected result, even when the universal relation approach presently fails. In particular, updates may be performed. Also, if the result is not the expected one, the user may explicitly mention the joins which were misunderstood or may ask for interpretations including nonminimal trees as well.
G. Dynamic Attributes
Dynamic attributes are transforms of actual attributes. They are dynamically defined within a query and unknown to any schema. Except for eventual update limitations, they may be manipulated as the actual attributes [35].
Theaimofthisfunctionistoallowtheusertodynamically and subjectively transform data values. Such a need will be frequent in the multi-database environment. The function will, in particular, be frequently necessary for inter-database joins. Joins are indeed meaningful only if the involved data have the same meaning and unit of measure. D(s) = (al, sl) , ..., (akr define by F(s) = arithmetic-formula define by P(s) = Multics-segment-name si are actual values and ai the corresponding dynamic ones. Formulas are arithmetic formulas. The Multics segment contains the program that may be written in any programming language.
The clause "-updating" defines the mapping of a on an actual attributes', which is needed when the user updates a. The attribute s' should be one of the actual attribute(s) in s, and s"all other attributes in s, if any. This clause is currently mandatory if MT in define by clause is P or F. It is optional for D type mappings. The default option is then that a given a value, let it be a' , corresponds to the first si such that a'=ai. In all cases, mapping types in both clauses have to be the same.
Adynamic attribute may share the name of an actual one. Ifsomeoftheactualattributesdefiningaarenotinthescope of the (sub)query, then the name in the (sublquery designates the actual attribute. Otherwise, it designates the dynamic attribute.
The user may also wish to refer to an actual attribute n that shares the name of a dynamic one, previously defined using hold argument. Then, the select clause has to be preceded by the clause -actual n. subqueries. The first one to Michelin selects the actual attribute stars, since the attribute qual, used for the definition of the dynamic attribute, is not in this subquery scope. The second produces the values of the dynamic attribute and, in particular, uses these values for -where clauseevaluation with respect toGault-M.Theoverall result of the query will show the Michelin rating for the restaurants selected from both databases.
The stars rating transposition t o Gault-M is subjective to the user, another user could perfectly consider that '***' begins from qual = 18/20, for instance. In fact, there is no objective integration rule for Michelin and Gault-M scales, and for subjective scales in autonomous databases in general. Note also that the user defines the mapping only for values that are of interest to the query. Thus he does not need to even think about the mapping for '*' and for ' ' (no star), while these mappings should also be defined if the global schema had to be produced. stars could alternatively be defined by an ad hoc program, let it be star, using then the clause define-by P(qua1) The function renders here the interdatabase join on price meaningful, as the meanings of the concept of price differ in both databases. The clauses referring to name and street may be implicit, if the corresponding equivalence dependency was defined. More examples of dynamic attributes aswell as the discussion of their implementation in MRDSM are in 1351.
H. Inter-Database Queries
The general form of inter-database queries is as follows:
The commands copy and move define the action on the source database(s). The copy command copies source data, according to the source selection expression, while the move command also deletes the source data. Its selection expression has then to designate all attributes of a relation. In both cases, if data values are to be converted, the source selection expression should contain the definition of appropriate dynamic attributes. The meaning of these attributes should be that of the corresponding target attributes. Type conversions, like that of integers to reals, are automatic.
The commands store, modify, and replace define the action on the target. The clause -target identifies the target database or relation. The mapping clauses define the matching of the incoming attributes to the corresponding target attributes. The syntax of the mapping clauses is as follows: The source names are the attribute names within the source select clause. The rule by name means that source attributes should be mapped on to target attributes with the same names by default, unless specified otherwise within the matching list. The rule by order means in contrast that the attributes should be matched in order of their listing in the source-selectclause, totheattributes in the matching list if one is present, or to those of the target schema otherwise, in the prescribed order. In the former case, the elements in the matching list must be the target names only.
The matching list alone specifies an arbitrary correspondence. In particular, the option 'new'means that the source attribute does not exist in the target and should be added to the target schema. For safety, the source attributes without the target counterparts and not declared as 'new' are disregarded. Conversely, if a target attribute has no source counterpart, the the corresponding values are set to null or preserved, depending on the command. Finally, except for the replace command, the query is assumed valid only when the key attributes of the incoming relations correspond to the key attributes of the target relations.
The store command inserts tuples that do not share key values of existing target tuples and preserves those target tuples that share incoming key values. The modify command also inserts incomingtupleswithout target keycounterparts, but it modifies target tuples that share incoming key values. The modification concerns only the attributes that have counterparts within incoming tuples. Neither command affects target tuples whose keys do not share incoming keyvalues. In contrast, replacecommand replaces the whole content of the target with the incoming one.
Example 75: Copy to My-rest restauarants considered as good by Gault-M, as well as the associated courses and menus. The copy command will produce three subqueries. Two of them will require completion of implicit joins. The whole query will copy three relations, containing, respectively, the selected restaurants, courses, and menus. The result will automatically preserve the referential integrity. The selected relations and attributes will be mapped on those with the same names within the target. Only tuples that do not share key values already in My-restwill be stored. Thus the user opinion about a restaurant, a course, or a menu, will have the priority. The inverse effect would appear if modify command were used.
This query represents the case we spoke about in Section 11-A, where source data in several relations should enter several target relations. Some other instances where such a case would arise are a supplier and his parts, a student and his courses, a customer and his accounts, etc.
Example 76: Replace the content of My-rest with the restaurants, the related courses, and menus that correspond to '**' rating in Michelin. Convert the meaning of the Michelin prices to those with tip included. The values of origin will be null.
Example 78: Consider that the user wishes to keep in My-rest only the best restaurants (those rated more than 16/20). However, he also wishes to save in a separate database, say, My-rest-archives, the content of relation R. The corresponding query may be as follows: etc., may be declared in MDSL in two ways: inside the clauses, being then enclosed within square brackets. The function is then evaluated independently for each subquery; as independent clauses. The function applies then to all the tuples of the query.
Some functions may be applied only to subqueries, some have meaning only as independent clauses, and some may be applied in both manners. name function: Let n be a designator. Then name(n) provides the name of data designated by n, name(.n) provides the name of the container of data (relation for an attribute, etc.) designated by n, name(..n) refers to name(.name(.n)), etc.
This function results from the need for relational operations not only on data values, but also on data names. It may be applied instead of an attribute name within -select and -whereclauses. The result is then considered as if it had been an actual attribute value.
Example 27 -select x -where (x.type = "chinese") retrieve The result would be a single relation whose attributes would be all those of involved relations, prefixed with the database name in the case of name conflict. The id-att would figure onlyonce, according to the definition of natural joins. Any restaurant would be represented by exactly one tuple. Thevalues of the attributes corresponding todatabases that do not recommend the restaurant would be null. Absence of null values in at least some columns corresponding to attributes from a database would thus be an implicit indication that the corresponding guide recommends the restaurant.
Outer joins are unknown to MRDS. Algorithms for efficient processing of such operations have therefore been investigated [2] . Discussion of such algorithms may also be found in [12] , [15] .
upto function: This function appears only as an independent clause. It limits the multiplicity of information that may come from several databases. For instance, a query to ten restaurant databases may ask for at most two recommendations of a restaurant. In particular the user may give priority to databases he trusts more than others. The function syntax is as follows:
The function provides at most n L 1 tuples sharing the values of attributes designated in list A. Priorities correspond to the order of list B that designates database names. A, n, and B are optional. If A is not specified, the query processing stops after a nonnull response from n databases.
The default value of n is 1. Finally, retrieve A restaurant will figure in the output from Gault-M only if it was not in the output from Michelin or Kleber.
I I I. CONCLUSION
As databases become easilyaccessibleon computers and networks, more and more users face multiple and autonomous databases. New functions for data manipulation languages are then needed, as the existing languages were designed for manipulations of a single integrated database. MDSL offers some such functions for relational databases. Most future distributed databases will be of this type or will at least present a relational view. Numerous examples show that the MDSL functions should prove useful for a large varietyof user needs. This is due totheirflexibilityand open nature with respect to the accommodation of autonomous names, values, and structures. Most of these functions are not yet available in other languages and systems.
The functions designed for MRDS databases can also be incorporated in other relational languages. The concepts of multiple identifiers, semantic variables, interdatabase queries, etc., may furthermore be applied to the other data models. They may thus form a useful basis for the design of distributed systems using other popular models as well [%I.
In particular, several functions have also proven useful in a singledatabase context. Thus the concept of the multiple identifier may help in preserving the referential integrity. Implicit joins simplify the formulation of most relational queries. Dynamic attributes are useful applications where subjective or frequently changing value mapping rules render the traditional concept of view too static. It should thus beworthwhileto incorporate similar functions to any relational system.
New functions lead to many interesting problems at the implementation level that are discussed in the MRDSM papers cited in the references. Many issues relative t o performance optimization are still open. Logical possibilities of current functions may also be enhanced and new functions may be added. Multidatabase views may be created applying the well-known query modification technique to MDSL. Knowledge processingtechniques should also prove particularly useful [20], [35] . First, they should enlarge the class of intentions expressible as a single query. Then, they should make it possible to further simplify the expression of some queries. For instance, it should be possible to avoid the -updating clause, which is currently mandatory for a dynamic attribute update, in many instances. The update mapping being the inverse of that defined for retrievals, expert systems may indeed be taught to deduce many such inversions automatically.
APPENDIX
The schemas that follow define the databases we use throughouttheexamples. The relations aredefined according to MRDS data definition language. We avoided the domain and attribute declarations, mandatory for actual MRDS schemas. The character '*' identifies key attributes. My-rest R (r#*, rname, street, qual, tel, type, avprice), C (c#*, cname, ncal), M (r#*, c#*, price); stars, avprice, tell, Restaurants t#, owner, meanprice),
The schemas model actual applications, essentially on theTeletel.The database Cinemas models a public database describing the current cinema programs in a city.
Michelin, Kieber, and Gault-M model public databases defined upon famous French restaurant guides with the same names (the full name for Gault-M is Gault-Millau). My-rest is a personal database in which a user stores the restaurants of his choice, using as a reference the Gault-M model and data. Some of My-rest restaurants may nevertheless be unknown to Gault-M. Then, some of the restaurants in both databases may be characterized by different values. This would mean that the user replaced in My-rest the Gault-M opinion about a restaurant by his own. Of course, he would not be able to do it if he did not have his own database.
The relations within the restaurant databases model, respectively, restaurants, courses (dishes), and menus. The attributes are based upon the actual guides. All data are data model homogeneous, as all databases are relational. However, data are t o some extent semantically heterogeneous. This is because of the following properties, modeling the actual ones and due to the databases' autonomy: 1) Guides partly disagree upon i) the choice of attributes that should model the universe of restaurants and ii) the names modeling the same concepts.
2) A restaurant may be recommended by more than one guide, but not all restaurants are recommended by all the guides. The situation is similar with respect to courses.
3) Despite the same name, primary key values modeling the same object in different databases are independent.
4) The units and scales of restaurant quality ratings differ from guide to guide. Michelin rates restaurants from none to three stars ('***'). Kleber ratings are from zero to four "forks." Gau1t-M rating is rn/20; rn = 1, * , 20. There is no objective rule for ratings correspondence. Nevertheless, it is frequently clear that guides disagree about a restaurant.
5)
The guides may also disagree upon the average price of a meal or upon a restaurant type. For instance, a restaurant may be Chinese for one guide and Vietnamese for another. The guides may disagree also upon the phone number, although it is a candidate key within each database. For instance, there may be two distinct phone numbers for a restaurant, Kleber mentioning one, and G a u l t M mentioning the other. 6 ) In particular Michelin and Gault-M disagree upon the meaning of attributes dealing with prices, despite the same attribute names. Michelin prices are without the normal 15-percent tip, while Gault-M quotes prices with the tip included.
7)
In contrast, the guides always agree upon a restaurant name and the corresponding street name. This property identifies the same restaurant in different guides. Likewise, course (dish) names are the same in different guides.
It is clear from practical experience with the Teletel databases that similar properties will be typical in any general multidatabase environment. Multiple databases modeling the same universewill usually resembleeach other, but will also present numerous semantic differences such as those above.
